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Lesson 3: How to Extrapolate Biomass for Tamarisk
Background
This tutorial will walk you through the process of calculating Tamarisk biomass by using
height and percent cover values. For this tutorial, we will be utilizing both Microsoft Excel and
ArcMap in order to transfer and analyze the data. As in previous tutorials the ArcGIS version
9.3.1 will be used and some small details may not hold true for other versions. The dataset I will
be using for this example is a statewide collection of Colorado tamarisk data which consists of
thousands of polygons.
The biomass calculations being performed are used in Evangelista 2007, “Modeling
aboveground biomass of Tamarix ramosissima in the Arkansas River basin of Southeastern
Colorado, USA.” Below is a list of some constants being used as well as helpful conversions and
the equation to arrive at biomass:
1 acre = 4046.8564 sq meters
Biomass model:
Log10 (biomass) = C + [ α Log10 (canopy area)] + [ β (ave height)] + [ γ (ave height)2]
C = - 1.1993
α = 1.109
β = 0.8595
γ = - 0.0927
Correction Factor: 1.17
Biomass = (correction factor) * 10 Log10 (biomass)
Getting familiar with the data
1. Before any analysis is performed, it would be best to familiarize yourself with the
dataset you are using. This is only necessary if you were not the collector of the data
and need to search for the values in order to arrive at “Canopy Area” (i.e.
acerage/hectares, and percent cover).

2. If the file is within a .shp format then you will want to view only the .dbf file and
navigate to open it with Microsoft Excel when presented with this prompt:

3. Excel should have no problem opening the .dbf file, but it cannot save a .dbf file so all
calculations will be made in Excel as a reference to what will later be done with the
field calculator within the attribute table of ArcMap. Below is what the tamarisk
dataset looks like opened in Excel. Notice I do have a form of area available
(Acreage), Percent Cover, and Height.

4. Next, open ArcMap and add the .shp you are working off. Like I stated, I am using
Colorado tamarisk data and this is what it looks like:

Same data zoomed in on a specific area.

5. Right click on the layer and open the attribute table. This table should look almost
identical to the one that you have opened in Excel.

Performing Biomass Calculation in Excel
Basics - A couple basic Excel processes need to be applied in order to make this process
go much more smoothly. If you are familiar with Excel, you can skip this section of the tutorial.
1. When entering into a cell what equation you would like that cell to represent, make
sure to put an “=” sign before entering the equation.
2. While entering an equation, you may need to use a value that is already in the table.
When you get to the point in the equation where you need the value already in the
table, simply click on that particular cell. Its column and row value will appear in
blue within your equation cell. Now, when you drag down (step 4) the subsequent cell
value will be entered automatically.
3. After entering an equation and hitting enter, a numerical value will appear in the cell.
If you move the cursor across the cell to the bottom right hand corner of the cell the
cursor will change form.
4. When a black cross appears you can left click and drag the cursor down selecting
several cells. This action is dragging the equation you entered into the first and
placing it in each subsequent cell you select. This is so that you do not have to enter
the equation numerous times. For more than 1600 entries, this helps a lot.
Calculating – In order to prevent mistakes, it is best to break up the Biomass equation
into its individual components before putting it all together. First we will put together the Log
(biomass) equation referenced above by creating a column for each component.
1. Create a header for your new column. I usually use the variables of the equation I am
representing within that specific column. My first column will simply consist of a
single number (good practice in dragging down to select cells).
2. Insert the constant -1.1993. This is the constant “c” value. Drag the value down the
length of your data within the single column. It should look something like the image
below (left).
3. In order to get “canopy area,” create an area column in sq. meters derived from the
acreage column. Multiply this number in a new column by the percent cover value
(make sure your percent cover values are less than 1, or if they are not divide it all by
100). The equation will look like this in Excel depending on what path and row the
other values are in: (AA2*D2) / 100 ; where AA2 is representing the cell with area
in sq. meters and D2 is representing the cell with percent cover.

4. Next, move on to the next portion of the equation. This will be the αLog(CA)
variable. Remember to enter the “=” before entering the arithmetic. “α” is the
constant 1.109 and in order to insert a Log function you can do one of two things.
First, you can search for it in the functions list by clicking on the fx icon near the top
of the page or start typing in “LOG” and select it from the drop-down that appears.
5. Once the equation is entered, drag down with the black + just like the “c” column. It
will look like the image above (right).
6. Continue this process for the rest of the sections of the Log(biomass) equation. You
will still need βHt. and γHt.2
7. Next, create a column that simply adds all of the components together. This is equal
to the Log(biomass).
8. In order to get to biomass (kg), you need to inverse the Log still present. The Log is a
base ten so the biomass equals 10 raised to the power of Log(biomass). Set the
column equal to: 10 ^ (corresponding Log(biomass) cell). Then, multiply it by the
correction factor of 1.17.

9. The final table will look similar to this:

Calculating Biomass in ArcMap
This process is similar to that in Excel, the main difference it how the equations will be
entered into the table. The attribute table is where all calculations will take place and the syntax
needed for the field calculator can be difficult. It is for this reason that all calculations were done
in Excel. After each new attribute field you calculate, check the numbers from your Excel
table.
1. Open the tamarisk shapefile in ArcMap if you do not already have it open. Right click on
the layer and open the attribute table.
2. Add a field by going to the Options tab in the bottom right and select Add Field…
3. Give the field a name, and select the type of value; I use Double and it seems to do just
fine. The field will appear on the far right side of your attribute table without any values
in the cells.

4. Right click on the title of the field and select Field Calculator. The prompt below will
appear, click Yes.

5. The field calculator window looks like this:

The blank box on the lower half is where the equations will be entered for the field you
selected. All other fields are at the top to select from by double clicking on each name.
By double clicking on one, it enters the field value into the equation and subsequently
appears in the lower box. Functions to use can be selected from the list on the right and
common arithmetic commands are just below the function list.
6. You will need to repeat steps 2-4 to add a new field and perform a calculation for each
variable in the equation. Below is the list of syntax to be used within the field calculator
for each variable within the biomass equation. Make sure spaces are entered where
necessary in the syntax otherwise you will get error messages and it will not finish
calculating.
Variable: C
Syntax: -1.1993
Variable: Area in sq. meters

Syntax: [Acreage] * 4046.8564
Variable: Canopy Area (sq. meters)
Syntax: ( [sq_meters] * [Pct_Cov] ) / 100
Variable: αLog(CA)
Syntax: 1.109 * ( Log ( [CA_sqmeter] ) / Log (10) )
Variable: βHt
Syntax: 0.8595 * [Height]
Variable: γHt.2
Syntax: -1 * ( 0.0927 * ( [Height] ^ 2 ) )
Variable: Log(biomass)
Syntax: -1.1993 + [aLogCAsq] + [BHt] + [YHt_2]
Variable: Biomass (kg)
Syntax: ( 10 ^ [Log_Biomass] ) * 1.17
7. The two sets of data should now show the same values for biomass. Please double check
your work and if numbers do not match up, most likely there is a small calculation
mistake.
You have now completed calculations and steps necessary to arrive at Biomass for invasive
tamarisk within both Microsoft Excel and ArcMap.

